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Q1.

"The good will, energy and desire you offer will reach both the target of your intentions and also
others involved who could improve for your target and themselves".

What about the opposite, i.e. ill will towards others? Apart from lowering the thinker's own
vibration, will it negatively affect the target too and lower their vibrations?
C:
Not lower or lowering, but slow and slowing. Lower implies higher, and this is
judgmental. It suggests and even requires imposition of subjective values, Note we have not said
higher, we have said raising, this means increasing. The word higher strongly implies better and
exists because something else is less better or worse. Higher for yourself versus previously
slower for yourself.
The negative effects, if any are to be, come from the interactions happening after the attraction
occurs. Like frequencies attract; similar frequencies line up. As one changes one's attitudes and
ideas, the resulting changes in frequency and vibration, either faster or slower, raised or dropped,
will naturally line up with and become attuned to similar if not nearly identical frequencies.
Vibrations humans like to say, because this word is attached to what is physically felt.
Q2. If angry = red, what color does the aura show in case of love?
C:
Red often reflects anger, the two are not equal. Red can result from many intense
emotions, and is often mixed with other colors. Pure red is often the result of fury. Auras will
show gold, violet, white and shimmering combinations of them when love is felt.
Q3. Will the physical proximity of a low vibration person reduce the vibration of a higher
vibration one and vice-versa?
C:
Slower frequency versus faster, and no. Physical human proximity offers an option to
adopt the thinking, attitude and approach of souls nearby, but the effect is involuntary in all
directions and levels.
Q4. If a lower vibration person attracts other lower vibration persons, will he/she feel
comfortable / better in their company? Or will he feel miserable?
C:
Slower vibration; this is not a cause for making them lower or you higher by comparison.
Yes, similar range frequencies attract the same and naturally generate a pleasant resonance.
Humans most often experience this with sound. A nicely played chord on a piano will sound
good whether the deeper notes or higher frequency ones are used; dissonance will sound
unpleasant at any place along the keyboard.
The solution is in the mind, with your knowledge and understanding. All humans exhibiting
behavior towards and at others, which they would prefer not be done to them, understand deep
down they have a better option. Everyone's guides are always available to display the options,
the choices.

